16th IACC Agenda Shapers Profile

IACC Agenda Shapers are experts from different walks of life that help make the IACC anti-corruption agenda even better. The members tend to be creative and forward thinkers, with a wealth of experience within their field of expertise. The agenda shapers know how to make the links between the IACC theme, corruption and the most pressing global challenges, and are eager to connect new audiences with IACC discussions and anti-corruption priorities.

The Agenda Shapers is an advisory group to the IACC Secretariat in the design of the 16th IACC thematic agenda. Members are invited in their individual capacity as an expert. The term of service will be for 14 months, starting as soon as feasible and ending on January 2015. The secretariat to the 16th IACC Agenda Shapers is based at Transparency International Secretariat in Berlin.

The Agenda Shapers are also invited to suggest sessions they would wish to organise.

Objective of the Agenda Shapers:

To support in the design of a forward thinking, cutting-edge, innovative and solution-oriented agenda for the 16th International Anti-Corruption Conference.

Agenda Shapers Composition:

Chair of the IACC Council
Deputy Managing Director of TI-S
IACC Director at TI-S
IACC Manager at TI-S
8 to 12 Agenda Shapers including 1 member each from the Host Government and National Civil Society Organising Partners.

Communication, time requirement

- Members will meet at the 16th IACC in Tunis, Tunisia 21-24 October 2014. If necessary, travel and accommodation can be provided for
- Agenda Shapers teleconferences, Google hangouts or Skype
- Regular email exchanges with the IACC team at TI-S
- Regular email or google docs exchange with the Agenda Shapers
Thematic Focus/The Agenda Shapers will actively:

- Incorporate new thinking and latest trends into agenda session design
- Suggest cutting-edge and trending topics for plenary and interactive sessions
- Advise on experts to speak at plenary/keynote level
- Identify thematic streams and new priority topics within the streams
- Advise during the design of the IACC sessions agenda, including experts and topics
- Suggest/outreach to key organisations and networks to partner with
- Promote the conference through their network of contacts
- Support with the outreach of IACC Global Initiatives